Brace yourselves. Phrasal verbs r bk
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Significantly
cut down on
sugar or salt?

Fall in love
with your
friend’s
boyfriend or a
teacher?

Always work
out in the gym
or outside?

Get on really
well with your
friends or your
parents

Wake up often
because you
are too cold or
too hot?

Make up
something
extremely
useful or
beautiful?

Be looked up
to or liked by
everyone who
meets you?

Have to put
up with loud
noise or bad
smell in your
house?

Run into
teachers or
your parents
whenever you
are out?

Always run
out of time or
money?

Set up your
own business
or always work
for someone
else?

Split up with
someone and
break their
heart or be
brokenhearted
yourself?

Always stay up
late or have to
go to bed
really early?

Take after
your mother or
your father?

Fall asleep
when you take
off or when
you land?

Take up
martial arts or
crocheting?

Take on a dull
profitable
project or an
interesting but
poorly paid
one?

Turn into a
lion or a
giraffe?

Give up eating
chocolate or
pizza?

Throw up or
lose your voice
when you are
nervous?

End up living
in the
mountains or
by the sea?

Eat out every
night or only
once a year?

Be able to
count on your
partner or
your best
friend?

Get over
painful things
quickly or
never suffer?

Go out with a
famous
athlete or
actor?

Stand out
because of
your smarts or
looks?

Always show
up on time and
badly dressed
or 30 min late
but looking
great?

Come across
$100 in the
street or an
old friend
from school?

Your children
grew up in a
city or on a
farm?

Teachers
always called
on you in class
or completely
ignored you?

Let down your
best friend or
your mother?
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Come down
with a cold
every month or
suffer from
migraines?

Clam up when
you speak to
someone you
like or never
stop talking?

Nod off
during class or
on dates?
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Put only green
or red clothes
on when you
go out?

Bring back
flared trousers
or shoulder
pads?

